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Abstract 

 

Quantum computing has recently gained a lot of popularity due to the rapid development of                             
quantum hardware, which allow already existing quantum algorithms to be implemented and                       
tested. The phenomena used in such machines promise substantial speedup against the traditional                         
transistor based computers. The hardware development includes both the universal quantum                     
computers and quantum annealers. Task scheduling is a problem class, for members of which                           
finding the quantum solution could significantly improve their execution time as many of them                           
belong to the NP class. The goal of this work is to check the applicability of D-Wave 2000Q                                   
quantum annealer for task scheduling problems. In particular, in this thesis an abstraction over                           
workflow scheduling problems is discussed. The author provides its transformation in a form                         
possible to operate with the use of the quantum annealer, as well as the discussion of the                                 
experiments' results. The work shows that it is possible to use the D-Wave 2000Q for workflow                               
scheduling problems with limitations, it also discusses the current state of the art of other task                               
scheduling problems.    



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Streszczenie 
 

Obliczenia kwantowe zyskują na popularności ze względu na szybki rozwój komputerów                     
kwantowych, które pozwalają na implementację i testowanie istniejących kwantowych                 
algorytmów. Zjawiska występujące w takich komputerach dają szansę na znacznie szybsze                     
działanie niż tradycyjne komputery oparte o tranzystory. Rozwój sprzętu dotyczy zarówno                     
uniwersalnych komputerów kwantowych jak i tych opartych o kwantowe wyżarzanie.                   
Szeregowanie zadań to klasa problemów, dla których znalezienie kwantowego rozwiązania                   
znacząco poprawiłoby czas wykonania, gdyż wiele z nich należy do klasy NP. Celem tej pracy jest                               
sprawdzenie możliwości zastosowania kwantowego wyżarzacza D-Wave 2000Q dla problemów                 
szeregowania zadań. W szczególności, w tej pracy dyskutowana jest abstrakcja problemów                     
szeregowania zadań w aplikacji typu “workflow”. Autor przedstawia jej transformację do formy                       
wykonywalnej na kwantowym wyżarzaczu jak również dyskusję wyników eksperymentów. Praca                   
pokazuje, że z pewnymi ograniczeniami jest możliwe zastosowanie komputera D-Wave 2000Q dla                       
problemu szeregowania zadań w aplikacji typu “workflow” i bada obecny stan wiedzy na temat                           
innych problemów szeregowania zadań. 
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1. Introduction

This chapter provides a brief introduction to problems tackled in this thesis. Two main parts are

considered: task scheduling and quantum annealing. The goals and motivation for this thesis are then

stated.

1.1. Task scheduling overview

Scheduling is a process of assigning pieces of work, called tasks, to the available resources. Such

mapping from tasks to resources is called the schedule. Scheduling is encountered in many domains of

computer science, examples of which are:

• operation systems - all the processes request the processor time and memory, therefore an entity

which assigns these resources to tasks - a scheduler - must appear in such system, the work [41]

presents a lot of information in this field

• job scheduling in grid systems - system such as PL-Grid [27] need to be set in an execution order

considering CPU’s, memory and time usage on the resources available

• network devices - scheduling is one of the ways to ensure the proper QoS in networks

There are lots of algorithms and heuristics that can solve this problem, which include FIFO (First In

- First Out - execution in order of appearance), priority scheduling (assigning a metric to each task

and scheduling according to it), round robin scheduling (assigning a small amount of time to each task

repeatedly until finished) and many others. The work [9] contains the detailed description of scheduling

problems and solution algorithms. A standard scheduling problem answers the question: can the jobs

be scheduled in any order? There is a specific group of scheduling problems, which are optimization

problems as well. Algorithms for these problems not only create a schedule, but also optimize a value

specified e.g. minimize makespan or cost. An example of such problem is job shop scheduling problem

(JSSP) [32], which schedules a set of jobs on machines, where each job contains one or more operations

which have to be executed in the correct order, the goal is to find a minimum makespan schedule.

1.2. Quantum computing overview

Quantum computing is a computational model, which relies on two phenomena that have been dis-

covered in quantum mechanics:

8



1.3. Motivation 9

• superposition - unlike in classical computational models where a bit can have only one of the two

states, quantum bits (qubits) can have multiple states at once

• entanglement - the situation in which the state of the group of qubits can be described, but it is

impossible to describe the state of each qubit separately

Thanks to the superposition phenomenon it is possible for the system of n qubits to process 2n states at

once. Therefore this model and it’s physical implementation have theoretical potential to improve the

existing solutions exponentially. The complete use of these features could result in solving NP-complete

problems with the time complexity defined as BQP (Bounded-error Quantum Polynomial) [35]. Practical

polynomialness of this class could make a workaround for these problems in case P 6= NP .

The theoretical models and algorithms on quantum computing have been developed for many years.

The beginning of the gate-model related works is dated to 1981 when Richard Feynman stated that

quantum physics should be simulated using quantum simulators and models rather than classical [17].

After this time works like Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm [16] or Shor algorithm [45] appeared showing the

potential usability of such an approach. Also the model important for quantum annealing, Ising model,

is not a new problem - it was described by Lenz in 1920 [30] and solved by Ising in 1925 [22]. However,

in recent years there is a rapid growth of interest in this matter due to the development of the actual

computers (e.g. IBM-Q 1, Rigetti computing 2 or D-Wave 3) which allow to test the theoretical predictions

and verify their real-world usability. There are two main types of quantum computers:

• universal quantum computers - based on quantum gates model, the model and algorithms for this

type are widely described in [33]

• quantum annealing computers - minimizing the energy of the physical state [46]

This thesis focuses on the quantum annealing model as it is implemented by the D-Wave 2000Q. The

discussion on the quantumness of the D-Wave 2000Q is presented in the work [44].

1.3. Motivation

The advantages of quantum phenomena based computing over classical transistor based computing

gives new opportunities for solving the challenges related to scheduling. Finding a method of solving

such problems with the use of quantum computers would significantly improve their execution time as

many of them belong to the NP complexity class [29]. Although not all the problems from this class

can be solved polynomially on quantum computers [35], there exists a class of problems called BQP

(bounded-error quantum polynomial time). It is possible that there are problems from NP class that fit

to BQP class as well. As the BQP class coverage is not known, it is desirable to test whether scheduling

problems (many of which belong to NP class) can be successfully applied and executed for quantum
1https://quantum-computing.ibm.com/
2https://www.rigetti.com/
3https://www.dwavesys.com/
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1.4. Goals 10

computers. Regardless of computing classes, unless P = NP it will not be possible to solve scheduling

problems quickly with the use of classical computers. Analysis of the scheduling problems applicability

for quantum annealers and creating a solution for the issue constitute the reasons for preparing this work.

1.4. Goals

The main goal of this work is to examine the possibilities for solving scheduling problems with the

use of the D-Wave 2000Q machine. Achieving this constitutes the following steps:

• analysis of the actual possibilities of the D-Wave quantum computer - the machine has its limita-

tions and specifications that have to be considered when preparing the solution

• reproducing the currently available attempts for the issue

• choosing the scheduling problem type and preparing a precise definition of the problem that is

actually solved in this thesis

• formulating the problem in the form possible to run on the D-Wave 2000Q quantum annealer

• running the problem on the machine, gathering results and analysis of their usefulness for real

world problems

1.5. Structure of work

This work consists of 7 chapters. Chapter 2 provides the current state of the art in context of tasks

scheduling and problems possible to solve with the use D-Wave 2000Q quantum annealer. Chapter 3

presents the overview of mathematical and computational definitions and processes that are used in

quantum annealer computing. It also provides the necessary background for the actual solution in the

next parts of the work. Chapter 4 presents the precise definition of the problem that has been chosen to

solve in this thesis. Chapter 5 provides the transformation of the mentioned problem into the D-Wave

2000Q runnable form. Chapter 6 presents the results of running the transformed problem on the D-Wave

2000Q quantum annealer. In Chapter 7 the discussion of the solution is provided as well as possible

future works.

D. Tomasiewicz Analysis of D’Wave2000Q Applicability for Job Scheduling Problems



2. Related work

The chapter presents the works related to the topic of this thesis. Task scheduling methods and quan-

tum annealing works are presented. The optimization and scheduling problems solved on such machines

are described in detail.

2.1. Task scheduling heuristics

Tasks scheduling is not a precisely defined one. It has many versions and applications. It usually

contains tasks and machines, for which the problem is to assign tasks to machines with various conditions

and requirements. One of the most popular problem representations is DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph)

in which task order is described as such structure, especially as PDG (Program Dependence Graph) in

which tasks and edges have their weights (for tasks it is execution time, for edges communication cost).

The work [25] presents the chosen scheduling methods and compares them. The heuristics described in

the paper include:

• critical path heuristics, which define weight for each vertex and edge in DAG, use them for finding

the worst (potentially longest lasting) path called the critical path and trying to remove them e.g.

by combining adjacent tasks into a grain

• list scheduling heuristics - tasks are formed into a priority list and executed according to it, the

priority may be based e.g. on the weight of edges incident to the task

• graph decomposition methods - divides the problem graph into subgraphs with groups of tasks

treated as grains and the relationships between these tasks grouped

The paper provides a wide analysis of the methods, tests them and discusses their applicability for var-

ious instance types of the scheduling problems. Another type of solution is presented in the work [36].

The problem considered is similar (scheduling and mapping of the precedence-constrained task graph

to the processors). However, the solution provided is based on genetic algorithms. Two such algorithms

are considered. The first of them (Critical Path Genetic Algorithm) counts two fitness functions, one of

which minimizes the makespan (schedule length), whereas the second function provides the load balanc-

ing features. The second algorithm is based on task duplication (Task Duplication Genetic Algorithm).

It’s main idea is to allocate critical tasks redundantly to processors so that they can use the idle time slots

in which the processor is waiting for the beginning of another task.

11



2.2. Workflow problems 12

The work [8] presents a set of heuristics for solving the scheduling problem on public cloud providers

as well as on private infrastructure. The authors consider lots of factors algorithmically to decide which

cloud vendor can better fit the problem.

The aforementioned works as well as many others, like ant algorithm [19] or simulated annealing [18],

show that the problem is commonly known and various solutions attempts have been made. It’s "consid-

ered one of the most crucial NP-complete problems in the parallel and distributed computing systems"

[36]. An example of scheduling problem is workflow scheduling. Workflow is a paradigm for describing

and preserving complex scientific processes and applications [15] usually represented as DAG (Directed

Acyclic Graph). Workflow scheduling is assigning the resource to each task from workflow so that the

execution fulfils the constraints specified, further described in [51].

2.2. Workflow problems

For the purpose of this work an abstraction over workflow scheduling problems is considered as

the problem solved on the D-Wave computer. Workflows themselves have become a standard for de-

scription for lots of processes and applications.[15]. A typical representation of a workflow consists of a

directed acyclic graph (DAG) [31]. Such simple and standardized representation significantly increases

the portability of solutions created. As soon as the problem is transformed to the workflow form all the

algorithms and methods created for it can be applied. On the other hand: algorithms and methods need

to be created for this specific form only, which makes their development more specialized. Examples of

applications implemented as workflows are: Montage [5] - a grid enabled image mosaic service ; Soft-

ware used by LIGO collaboration, created for processing data about gravitational waves [2] ; Software

used for earthquake modelling in California [31].

2.3. General problems solved with the use of D-Wave 2000Q

Overview
Quantum algorithms have been developed for many years. Shor algorithm [45] is a polynomial method

for solving an NP-complete problem - factorization. Grover algorithm [21] provides a method of un-

sorted database search in O(
√
N) time complexity where N is the size of a database. The work [24]

provides an overview of current status of theoretical quantum algorithms. These theoretical calculations

promise exponential speedup against non-quantum methods of solving similar problems. In recent years

quantum computing has gained a lot of popularity due to the rapid development of quantum hardware,

which includes both universal quantum computers and quantum annealers. Problems solved with the use

of quantum annealers, an example of which is D-Wave 2000Q, must be provided as Quadratic Uncon-

strained Binary Optimization (QUBO) or Ising model solution (for further description of these forms see

Section 3).

Example problems
There are lots of works discussing solving different problems with QUBO/Ising as a problem formulation

and D-Wave 2000Q quantum annealer as the solving machine. The work [38] presents the translation of

D. Tomasiewicz Analysis of D’Wave2000Q Applicability for Job Scheduling Problems



2.4. Optimization and scheduling on D-Wave 2000Q 13

the travelling salesman problem with time windows into QUBO. The model is complete and can be

directly used as an input for the quantum annealer. However, the problem is not executed on such a

machine, there are no results of using the QUBO model presented there in practice. In the work [12]

another NP-hard problem - finding a maximum clique in a graph, which is one of the most fundamental

problems that belong to this class. The authors provide the translation of the problem into QUBO. Dif-

ferent sizes of problems are considered: sizes under 45 vertices that can fit directly into D-Wave2X and

larger problems that need to be decomposed in order to be run on the D-Wave2X machine. Gurobi and a

third-party clique finding heuristics is used for a comparison of the quantum annealer’s performance with

the known classical methods. The paper shows that for the general case there is no quantum speedup for

this problem, however for instances that fit well the D-Wave machine’s architecture the speedup can be

noticed.

Large instances
The real world applicability of the solution method requires solving the large instances of problems, not

only small proof of concepts.The work [39] is an example of such a solution. Similarly to [12] the prob-

lem is translated into QUBO and solved on the quantum annealer, but the authors also present methods of

decomposition of a large instance into smaller ones so that they can be run subsequently on the D-Wave

machine. Heuristics are applied including upper and lower bound, vertex and edge extraction, generally

pruning subproblems that do not contribute to the solution. The same authors use similar techniques in

solving the minimum vertex cover problem, which also belongs to the NP-hard class in the work [40].

2.4. Optimization and scheduling on D-Wave 2000Q

The actual problem solved by the D-Wave quantum annealer in a form of QUBO is an optimization

problem. Therefore optimization problems are a natural application for this machine. The three different

examples of such problems are presented below.

Traffic flow optimization
The paper [34] can be considered as a very important one in terms of D-Wave solutions development.

Authors from Volkswagen and D-Wave Systems present a solution of a traffic flow optimization problem,

which is solved with the use of iterative hybrid quantum/classical approach. The classical part consists

of preprocessing data, identifying traffic congestions, determining valid routes for cars, QUBO formula-

tion and redistribution of cars based on the results. The quantum part using the D-Wave machine is the

actual optimization - finding the assignment of cars to routes so that the congestion is minimized. The

iterativeness of the solution is based on the repetition of all mentioned steps until the solution meets the

requirements, e.g. there is no large congestion. The authors present all the tools created by D-Wave that

are necessary for problem solving. The results provided look very promising. However it must be men-

tioned that the graph of the problem discussed in [34] is very sparse which can significantly improve the

quality of solutions returned by the quantum annealer. This can make the methods presented unusable in

case of some other problems. The obstacle of limited size of the D-Wave quantum annealer is overcome

by using a qbsolv library implementing the algorithm described in [6].

Satellite scheduling

D. Tomasiewicz Analysis of D’Wave2000Q Applicability for Job Scheduling Problems



2.5. Summary 14

The work [47] presents the attempts and results of running the satellite scheduling problem on the quan-

tum annealer. The main goal is to create the schedule for the satellite flight so that it collects as much

data as possible. The factors that must be considered are: battery level - satellite can be charged in flight

(e.g. by solar panels), but data gathering is limited then and memory limitations. Using the QUBO for-

mulation from [43] the authors perform the experiment on the D-Wave 2X system. The results point that

small instances of the problem can be solved on the machine, however it is hard to assess the absolute

performance and scalability of quantum annealers because of the limited size of problems that can be

executed on them.

Job shop scheduling
Another work that can be considered important in terms of solving the problem stated in the topic of this

thesis is the solution of the job shop scheduling problem presented in the work [50]. The QUBO for-

mulation provided in this paper includes three dimensions of the problem: machines number, operations

number and time. The high dimensionality significantly increases the size of the translated problem. The

full translation is provided as well as several techniques of pruning the number of variables; the authors

are aware that this size can be a crucial obstacle to overcome. The work also describes the results of

running on the D-Wave machine. The results of the work are quite good. This work is the closest to the

topic of this thesis as it covers the optimization and scheduling solving on quantum annealers

2.5. Summary

The works presented in this chapter show that the topic of task scheduling is widely discussed as well

as it being possible to solve common problems with the use of the D-Wave 2000Q. Attempts to perform

scheduling on a quantum annealer are also presented. Based on the current state of the art represented by

the mentioned papers, a DAG based abstraction over workflow problems has been chosen as the problem

to be solved with the use of the D-Wave 2000Q quantum annealer in this thesis. Chapter 4 states the

precise definition of that problem.
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3. D-Wave computing overview

This chapter provides the overview of mathematical and computational definitions and processes that

are used in quantum annealer computing. It also provides the necessary background for the description

of the problem solution (provided in the next chapters).

3.1. Preliminaries

This section provides a theoretical background useful in the description of phenomena and informa-

tion processing related to programming the D-Wave 2000Q quantum annealer.

Hamiltonian

The Hamiltonian of a system in classical mechanics is defined to be the sum of the kinetic and

potential energies expressed as a function of positions and their conjugate momenta 1, denoted as H .

It’s equivalent for quantum mechanics is a Hamiltonian operator denoted as Ĥ . The following intuition

can be connected with this operator: it transforms the state of the particular system into the energy

of this system. In the classical systems it is possible to find the energy of any possible state. For the

quantum systems only particular states may have their energies calculated. These particular states are

called eigenstates and the energies for these states are called eigenenergies. For any state other than

eigenstate the energy of the state is undefined.

Ising model

Classical Ising model 2 is a mathematical model. It consists of an infinite d-dimensional lattice of

sites. There is a discrete variable defining each site’s state κk such that κk ∈ {+1,−1}. An example

configuration for the 4×4 part of the two dimensional lattice is presented in the Fig. 3.1. The model also

includes two types of interactions. Each site j has an external field value hj . For each pair of adjacent

sites i, j there is an interaction value Ji,j . The state of the whole lattice is denoted as κ. The Ising model

can be a description of the physical state in which:

• sites are magnets, the state of each site is a particular spin of the material: −1 if the spin points

down, 1 otherwise

1http://www.nyu.edu/classes/tuckerman/stat.mech/lectures/lecture_1/node4.html
2http://stanford.edu/ jeffjar/statmech2/intro4.html
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Figure 3.1: An example configuration for the 4× 4 part of the two dimensional Ising model lattice

• external field is an external magnetic field applied to each magnet, it’s size tells how much higher

in energy one spin is than the other

• interaction is the magnetic influence of magnets that want to align or anti-align, the value of this

interaction tells how strong this influence is

The Ising model energy function can be written [1] as presented in equation (3.1).

E(s|h, J) = {
N∑

i=1

hisi +
N∑

i<j

Ji,jsisj} si ∈ {−1,+1} (3.1)

Quantum computing

Qubit, superposition
Qubit is a basic unit of information in quantum computing [33]. The name is a short for quantum bit.

Qubit can be in one of two states, which are labelled |0〉 and |1〉. The fundamental difference between

the classical bit and qubit is the possibility of qubit to exist not only in the two states |0〉 or |1〉 states

but also in a superposition state which means that its state is unknown, it’s in both states at once. When

the qubit in such a state is measured it loses the superposition property and falls into one of two possible

states. If the state of qubit is labelled as |Ψ〉, a superposition state is written as

|Ψ〉 = α |0〉+ β |1〉

where α, β ∈ C and α2, β2 are probabilities of falling into |0〉 and |1〉 states respectively after measure-

ment.

Entanglement
The qubits forming the quantum system can be entangled. For the simplest two quantum systems case,

where systems are denoted as A and B it means that the values of certain properties of system A are

correlated with the values that those properties will assume for system B even if the two systems are
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spatially separated [33]. Thanks to such influence it is possible to bind qubits so that they are more likely

to end up in the same or in opposite state.

Pauli matrices
Pauli matrices are a set of matrices commonly used in quantum computing, which are:

σ1 = σx =

[
0 1

1 0

]

σ2 = σy =

[
0 −i
i 0

]

σ3 = σz =

[
1 0

0 −1

]
(3.2)

Linear Programming

The definitions in these sections are based on the work [37].

The general definition of linear programming (LP) can be written as follows: "Given an m × n integer

matrix A with rows ai let M be the set of row indices corresponding to equality constraints and let M̄

be those corresponding to inequality constraints. Similarly, let x ∈ Rn and let N be the column indices

corresponding to constrained variables and N̄ those corresponding to unconstrained variables. Then an

instance of the general linear programming is defined as in( 3.3) (b is an m-vector of integers and c an

n-vector of integers, cT is a transposition of vector c)" [37]

min cTx

aix = bi i ∈M
aix ≥ bi i ∈ M̄
xj ≥ 0 j ∈ N
xj 6= 0 j ∈ N̄

(3.3)

This definition is called general form. The definition from equation (3.4) is called standard form.

min cTX

AX = b

x ≥ 0

(3.4)

Both forms are equivalent [37]. If the x values from the standard form of LP formulation are limited

to be integers, such problem is called Integer Linear Programming (ILP), moreover if these values are

limited to the set {0, 1}, such problem is called Binary Integer Linear Programming (BILP). Therefore

the definition of BILP can be written in the standard form as provided in equation 3.5.

min cTX

AX = b

∀x ∈ X x ∈ {0, 1}
(3.5)

In this (3.5) formulation c and b are vectors, A is a matrix and X is the vector of binary variables

providing a solution space.

The goal is to find the minimal value of cTX with constraints AX = b for vector X as a variable.

D. Tomasiewicz Analysis of D’Wave2000Q Applicability for Job Scheduling Problems
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3.2. D-Wave 2000Q as the quantum annealer

The D-Wave 2000Q computer is a quantum annealer, which means that quantum annealing is the

basic process making the machine possible to work.

3.2.1. Quantum annealing

In terms of computer science annealing is described as the process of searching the solutions space

with the temperature represented as probability of moving from one solution to another (simulated an-

nealing [26]). The general idea of quantum annealing [46] is similar. However the whole process happens

in the real physical environment. The temperature is the actual SI unit measured in Kelvin degrees. The

particles (in metallurgical annealing) or bits (simulated annealing) are replaced by quantum bits (qubits).

Quantum phenomena
The qubits of D-Wave 2000Q machine are superconducting loops [1], which can be in two lowest-energy

states (marked as "0" and "1") as well as in a superposition of the "0" and "1" states, which have higher

energies. The superposition qubits is one of the features that makes this computer quantum in contrast

to the traditional transistor based machines, in which bits can be in two states only. If the quantum an-

nealing finishes without any external obstructions, the probability of falling into each of the states is

50%. However, it is possible to change it by applying the external magnetic field. The strength of such a

field is described by a bias parameter. It is also possible to bind qubits with each other (to couple them).

The strength of such coupling is another parameter of initial state when solving a problem. Binding two

qubits with each other also leads to the second quantum phenomenon, which is entanglement. In terms

of quantum annealing it can be defined as the ability to consider all the 2N possible states (where N is

number of qubits) at once during quantum annealing.

Physical background
Quantum annealing in terms of physics is a process of cooling the system of qubits so that the minimum

energy of Hamiltonian describing a process is reached. For the D-Wave 2000Q an objective function
can be defined, which expresses the problem solved. Such function corresponds with the Hamiltonian

so that the eigenstate with the lowest eigenvalue is also the state with the lowest value of the objective

function. For the D-Wave 2000Q quantum annealer the Hamiltonian takes the form presented in (3.6)[1].

The first part of (3.6) is an initial Hamiltonian (measuring state at the beginning of the annealing process)

H = −A(s)

2
(
∑

i

σ̂(i)
x ) +

B(s)

2
(
∑

i

hiσ̂
(i)
z +

∑

i>j

Ji,j σ̂
(i)
z σ̂(j)

z ) (3.6)

Equation 3.6: Hamiltonian for the D-Wave system, σ̂(i)
x,z are Pauli matrices, hi are coupling biases, Ji,j are

coupling strengths. The first term of this sum is the initial Hamiltonian, the second term is the problem

Hamiltonian. A(s) and B(s) are energy scaling functions, which evolve so that at the beginning only the

initial Hamiltonian is considered, and at the end only the problem Hamiltonian.

and the second part is the final Hamiltonian (describing the actual problem). In terms of such description

quantum annealing can be described as a process of moving from the initial Hamiltonian state to the
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final Hamiltonian state. The solution of the problem described by the final Hamiltonian is it’s minimum

energy ; the goal of quantum annealing is to find this minimum energy state.

3.2.2. The quantumness of the D-Wave 2000Q

Regardless of the commercial hype for the D-Wave quantum annealers, there is also some criticism

for this technology. The authors of the work [42] discuss the methods of benchmarking the quantum

annealers. They also test the older D-Wave quantum annealer version showing it provides no speedup

against classical machines. The work [44] provides the fully classical model that achieves excellent

correlation with the theoretical model of adiabatic quantum computing and very good correlation with D-

Wave annealer’s results. All these results do not deny the actual quantumness, however pose an important

question for further investigation of this fact.

3.2.3. Access to the D-Wave 2000Q machine

The D-Wave Systems company provides access to the quantum annealer through the cloud service 3.

A few plans for access are available: comercial, educational and free developer access (used in this the-

sis). It is possible to program the machine using Python language. It requires configuration 4, especially

requires providing the private API token. After such configuration the quantum annealer is available with

the use of D-Wave Ocean software stack. Another possibility is using the web IDE provided by D-Wave

Systems.

3.3. Quadratic Unconstrained Binary Optimization (QUBO)

The second Hamiltonian in equation (3.6) is strongly related to the Ising model in physics (see Sec-

tion 3.1). The form presented in equation (3.1) is by simple transformation (s = 2x − 1) isomorphic

with the form (3.7). The Ising model uses values {−1, 1}, which is related to the physical phenomena it

describes (e.g. spin values) whereas QUBO uses the common in computing binary values {0, 1}. There-

f(x) =
∑

i

Qi,ixi +
∑

i<j

Qi,jxixj xi ∈ {0, 1} (3.7)

Equation 3.7: QUBO formulation, X is a vector representing the solutions space, Q is an upper-diagonal

|X| × |X| matrix

fore it is possible to write the problem Hamiltonian as the form (3.7) and minimization it’s energy can be

written as Quadratic Unconstrained Binary Optimization problem which is presented in equation (3.8)

or in the simpler matrix and vector multiplication form (3.9)

min
x∈{0,1}N

f(x) =
∑

i

Qi,ixi +
∑

i<j

Qi,jxixj (3.8)

3https://www.dwavesys.com/take-leap
4https://docs.ocean.dwavesys.com/en/stable/overview/sapi.html
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min
x∈{0,1}N

f(x) = xTQx (3.9)

Such equivalence gives the possibility to solve the problems with the use of quantum annealer by stating

the actual problems as QUBO, however this fact is restricted by the machine’s architecture (see Sec-

tion 3.5). It is worth mentioning that the only input necessary to run on the quantum annealer is the Q

matrix (later also called the QUBO matrix). The diagonal values are the bias values for each qubit, and

the non-diagonal values (upper triangular) are couplings values between qubits. As a matrix is a natu-

ral graph description, QUBO matrix (which is a square matrix) can also be described as QUBO graph,

where:

• each vertex represents an index of the column/row in the QUBO matrix, a vertex weight is a

diagonal value for this index (Qi,i for index i), in terms of quantum annealing it is a bias value

• edges represent non-diagonal values in a matrix, the edge weight between indices i and j is a Qi,j
value in matrix, in quantum annealing it is a coupling strength between two qubits

In the general case the QUBO matrix is not triangular. QUBO matrices created for the purpose of quan-

tum annealing should be upper triangular because the quantum hardware architecture is an undirected

graph. However, it is possible to translate any QUBO matrix into an upper triangular matrix without loss

of generality by adding values under the main diagonal to the respective values above the main diagonal

and then zeroing everything under the main diagonal [20]. An example transformation of a non-triangular

QUBO matrix into the undirected graph is presented in the Fig. 3.2.

0 1 2 3
0 5 10 0 7
1 2 8 5 2
2 0 1 1 4
3 9 10 4 3

0 1 2 3
0 5 12 0 16
1 0 8 6 12
2 0 0 1 8
3 0 0 0 3

5

V0

8

V1

1

V2

4

V3

12

16 6
12

8

Figure 3.2: An example transformation of a non-triangular QUBO matrix (the leftmost item) into a

triangular matrix (the middle item) and finally into an undirected graph (the rightmost item)

It is important to notice that for binary variables x2 = x.

3.4. Problems’ transformation to QUBO

3.4.1. Constraints in QUBO

In terms of stating problems as QUBO there are two important classes of optimization problems

necessary to be considered:

• unconstrained - simple optimization with the objective function defined and no further conditions
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Constraint Penalty formulation

x+ y ≤ 1 P · (x · y)

x+ y ≥ 1 P · (1− x− y − xy)

x+ y = 1 P · (1− x− y + 2xy)

x ≤ y P · (x− xy)

x = y P · (x+ y − 2xy)

Table 3.1: Table of a few known penalties transformation from the form of inequality appearing in lots

of problems to the form of P · f(x1, x2...xn) form perfectly suitable for QUBO. These penalties are

designed so that the lowest value is equal zero and the constraint is fulfilled if and only if this zero value

is reached (P is a positive scalar).

• constrained - solutions must be optimal for the objective function, but they also have to fulfil the

predefined constraints

QUBO (Quadratic Unconstrained Binary Optimization) is unconstrained by definition. Therefore the

unconstrained problems can usually be easier transformed into QUBO as they do not require additional

factors included into it. For the constrained problems the constraints must be transformed into the uncon-

strained form and put into QUBO so that the original optimization problem is preserved. For this purpose

the concept of penalty is created. Including constraint into QUBO requires preparing QUBO so that the

objective function minimized in this problem has low values only for solutions fulfilling constraints.

Solutions breaking constraints should have higher values of the objective function.

3.4.2. General single penalty formulation

It is possible to write the constraints for the following problem [20]:

min y = f(X) subject to the constraint.

The example constraints are presented in Tab. 3.1. If the penalty function is marked as e(X), the mini-

mization problem can be written as

min f(x) + P · e(X).

For example the problem

min 2x− y such that x ≤ y

can be written as

min 2x− y + P · (x− xy) ⇐⇒ min x · (2 + P ) + y · (−1) + xy · (−P )).

The last form is a QUBO formulation possible to write as 2× 2 matrix presented in the equation (3.10).

Q =

[
2 + P −P

0 −1

]
(3.10)
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The proper value of parameter P is required for this formulation. It does not result from any previous

calculations. The P value is a penalty strength coefficient that must be tuned for each QUBO to set up

the proper strength of penalty.

3.4.3. Example problem transformations

Many problems have already been transformed into QUBO. This section presents a few examples of

problems with their transformation to QUBO based on the work [20].

XNOR

One of the simplest constrained problems possible to map into QUBO is XNOR. It can be defined in

the following way: Given two binary variables x0 and x1 provide the solutions, in which x = y constraint

is fulfilled. The objective function that is minimized in the QUBO problem for two binary variables takes

the form (3.11).

f(X) = f(x0, x1) = Q0,0 · x0 +Q1,1 · x1 +Q0,1 · x0x1 (3.11)

Coefficients Qa,b are elements of the QUBO matrix necessary as an input for the quantum annealer. As

f(0, 0) = 0 and the solution [0, 0] is correct, the energy of correct solutions in this problem should be

equal to 0. Solutions [0, 1] and [1, 0] should be penalized equally, f(1, 0) = Q0,0, f(0, 1) = Q1,1. Let’s

introduce a positive real number k and assume that f(1, 0) = f(1, 0) = k. The f(1, 1) value should

equal 0 as this is the correct solution such as (0, 0). As f(1, 1) = Q0,0 +Q1,1 +Q0,1 = 2k +Q0,1 = 0,

therefore Q0,1 = −2k. For the purpose of the QUBO formulation k can be any positive real number. For

the purpose of running the QUBO on the quantum annealer the values should not extend the maximum

range for the diagonal values and the non-diagonal values (so called h values and J values respetively),

however it is not important for the developer as D-Wave software scales the problem automatically if the

values extend or don’t reach the maximum ranges possible. Let’s assume that k = 0.5. In this case the

objective function (3.12) can be also presented as a matrix (3.13).

f(x0, x1) = 0.5x0 + 0.5x1 − x0x1 (3.12)

Q =

[
0.5 1

0 0.5

]
(3.13)

The Number Partitioning Problem

The number partitioning problem is to find a partition of a set of numbers into two subsets so that the

sums of these subsets are as close as possible. For the set of numbers S = {s1, s2, ...sm} let xj = 1 if

Sj is assigned to subset 1; 0 otherwise. Then the sum for subset 1 is given by sum1 =
∑m

j=1 sjxj and

the sum for subset 2 is given by sum2 =
∑m

j=1 sj −
∑m

j=1 sjxj . The difference of these sums is then:

diff =

m∑

j=1

sj − 2
m∑

j=1

sjxj = c− 2
m∑

j=1

sjxj

The minimization of such difference can be achieved by minimizing it’s square (so that it does not matter

which subset sum is larger, note: x2
j = xjasx ∈ {0, 1}):
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diff2 =


c− 2

m∑

j=1

sjxj




2

= c2 − 4c
m∑

j=1

sjxj + 4
m∑

j=1

s2
jx

2
j + 4

m∑

i=1

m∑

j=1

sisjxixj

= c2 + 4

m∑

j=1

(csjxj + s2
jxj) + 4

m∑

i<j

sisjxixj

= c2 + 4

m∑

j=1

xj(sj(sj − c)) + 4

m∑

i<j

sisjxixj

If the QUBO matrix coefficients are written as qi,i = si(si−c) and qi,j = qj,i = sisj , the above equation

can be written as:

c2 + 4




m∑

i=1

qi,ixi +
∑

i<j

qi,jxixj


 = c2 + 4xTQx

As the optimization problem is considered, the constants c and 4 can be dropped and the exact xTQx

form of QUBO is received.

Binary Integer Linear Programming

Binary Integer Linear Programming (BILP) problem is the commonly known linear programming

problem, formulated and described in Section 3.1. It can be translated with the use of matrix transforma-

tions in the following way [20] (c is an additive constant, it can be dropped):

y = xTCx+ P (Ax− b)T (Ax− b) = xTCx+ xTDx+ const = xTQx+ const (3.14)

This transformation is used in this thesis as a part of transformation of the workflow problem into QUBO.

Job shop scheduling problem

The job shop scheduling problem (JSSP) is the most similar problem to what is solved in this thesis

that has already been solved with the use of the D-Wave quantum annealer. The work [50] presents the

solution as well as results for this problem.

Problem statement
Two main objects in the job shop scheduling problem definition are jobs and machines. Each job has an

ordered list of one or many operations. Each operation has it’s execution time assigned (zero or more).

Each machine can run zero or one operation at the given point of time. The order of operations inside the

job must be followed (the operation must not start until the preceding operation finishes). Each operation

starts only once in the whole process. A machine can only run one process at one moment in time. The

goal of JSSP is to create a schedule for operations and machines so that it matches the aforementioned

constraints and the total execution time of such a schedule (called makespan) is the lowest. An example

schedule for the job shop scheduling problem is presented in the Fig. 3.3

JSSP transformation to QUBO
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P00 P00

P10

P01
P10

P11

Time

M0
M1
M2

Figure 3.3: An example schedule for job shop problem with three machines (M0, M1, M2), two jobs

containing two operations each (J0 = [P0,0, P0,1], J1 = [P1,0, P1,1)

The operations are collected into one list and numbered from 1 to Nop. The time is discrete. The binary

variables formulation is presented in the equation (3.15).

xi,t =





1 operation Oi starts at time t,

0 otherwise.
(3.15)

The constraints: starting operations once and only once (1), one job running at one machine at the given

point of time (2) and operations order (3) are transformed in the way presented in the next paragraphs.

Starting operations only once
Constraint in the presented formulation is described in the equation (3.16).

(∑

t

xi,t = 1 for each i

)
(3.16)

The equation (3.17) presents the penalty function for QUBO resulting from this constraint.

∑

i

(∑

t

xi,t − 1

)2

(3.17)

One job at one machine
The constraint is presented in equation (3.18)

∑

(i,t,k,t′)∈Rm

xi,txk,t′ = 0 for each m, (3.18)

where Rm = Am
⋃
Bm and

Am = (i, t, k, t′) : (i, k) ∈ Im × Im,
i 6= k, 0 ≤ t, t′ ≤ T, 0 < t′ − t < pi

Bm = (i, t, k, t′) : (i, k) ∈ Im × Im,
i < k, t′ = t, pi > 0, pj > 0,

(3.19)

which results in the penalty in equation (3.20)

∑

m


 ∑

(i,t,k,t′)∈Rm

xi,txk,t′


 , (3.20)
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Operations order
The order of operations is enforced by the following constraint:

∑

kn−1<i<kn
t+pi>t

′

xi,txi+1,t′ for each n, (3.21)

which leads to penalty:

∑

n




∑

kn−1<i<kn
t+pi>t

′

xi,txi+1,t′


 . (3.22)

3.5. Minor embedding

Note: for the purpose of this section terms "QUBO matrix" and "QUBO graph" will be used inter-

changeably, where "QUBO graph" is a graph, representation of which is a QUBO matrix.

The problem represented by a QUBO matrix can only be run on the quantum annealer if the QUBO

graph is a minor of the hardware graph (which defines connectivity between physical qubits in graph). It

is possible if there exists such a minor. For most QUBO matrices it is not true. Therefore it is necessary

to connect qubits of the annealer into chains so that they represent one value in the QUBO matrix.

3.5.1. D-Wave 2000Q architecture

The qubits of the D-Wave 2000Q quantum annealer are organized in the graph pattern called

Chimera. The graph consists of a lattice of cells. The single cell, which is a K4
4 graph (complete bi-

partite graph with four qubits in each part), presented in Fig. 3.4. Fig. 3.5 presents the 3 × 3 Chimera

0 4

1 5

2 6

3 7

Figure 3.4: A single cell of the Chimera graph

lattice. The actual D-Wave 2000Q architecture is a 16 × 16 lattice created based on this pattern. The

properties of this graph that are worth emphasizing in context of programming the machine are:

• degree value of the graph, which is 6 - it limits the number of non-zero values in each row of

QUBO matrix to 6 if the programming is done without chains

• lack of cycles of odd length - graphs with such cycles cannot be embedded in the architecture

(without chains)
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Figure 3.5: A 3× 3 Chimera lattice

It is worth mentioning that the new architecture - Pegasus - is to be released in 2020. It has degree 15 and

contains 5640 qubits. It will significantly improve the performance for the existing problems, however

the programming flow and general problems stay the same regardless of the architecture.

3.5.2. Connecting qubits using chains

Because of the limitations mentioned lots of graphs cannot be directly embedded into the Chimera

graph (they are not Chimera’s minor). In order to overcome this obstacle, qubits of the quantum annealer

are connected into chains (sets of physical qubits, which represent the same value in the original prob-

lem). Therefore to minor embed the QUBO is to add a new equality constraint to it and apply it as penalty

into the new QUBO instance (as described in Sections 3.4.1, 3.4.2).

A very simple example of a directly not embeddable graph is the triangle: graph with three vertices

and three edges creating one cycle of length three. It is presented in the Fig. 3.6 As there is no such

minor in the Chimera graph, it is necessary to treat two vertices of it as one vertex of a triangle. Fig. 3.7

presents a simple embedding of such triangle into a part of the Chimera cell (numbers of qubits in the

Chimera cell are coherent with Fig. 3.4). Qubits "0" and "5" of Chimera represent the same qubit "0" of

the triangle. It is obvious to achieve with the constrained model (state that q0 = q5, see Section 3.4.1),

however in the QUBO model, which is unconstrained, it is necessary to introduce a new parameter: chain

strength. It is the coupling strength between two connected physical qubits, that has to be strong enough

to overcome the couplings between the two logical qubits, but weak enough not to let the annealer ignore
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0
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Figure 3.6: A triangle graph

0
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1
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Figure 3.7: An embedding of a triangle graph into a part of Chimera cell

the actual problem solved.

3.5.3. Embedding more complex graphs

Fig. 3.8 presents the embedding of a little larger example of graph into Chimera. Vertices "0", "2"

and "6" of the initial graph are represented as two vertices in the Chimera graph. As the Chimera graph is

0 1 2

3 4

5

6

0 1

2 2

3 4
3 7

8 12

9 13

10 14

11 15

0 6

5 21

6 22

19 23

24 28

25 29

26 30

27 31

Figure 3.8: An example of a larger graph and it’s embedding into 2x2 Chimera lattice. The vertices of

Chimera that are not used in embedding are marked black.
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quite sparse (degree value is 6) finding a minor is a difficult problem. There are lots of works discussing

this problem ([3], [10], [7]). An efficient algorithm for solving the minor-embedding is presented in [14],

its authors provide a proof outperformance of their algorithm against the D-Wave provided algorithm.

The technique, which is universal but also expensive in terms of physical qubits use and chains length, is

treating the initial graph as a minor of a complete graph with the same number of vertices and embedding

the complete graph into Chimera. Fig. 3.9 presents such embedding forK9 graph within the 2×2 Chimera
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Figure 3.9: A K9 graph embedding into Chimera part.

lattice. The method of embedding larger complete graphs on larger lattices is presented in the Fig. 3.10.

The lattice can be theoretically infinite. The D-Wave 2000Q contains 16 × 16 lattice. On the N × N
lattice it is possible to embed a K(4N+1)×(4N+1) graph, therefore the largest complete graph possible to

embed in the D-Wave 2000Q quantum annealer contains 65 vertices.

3.5.4. Obstacles for D-Wave 2000Q

Chains
Embeddings described in the previous sections require using chains. Their length ranges from 2 to infinity

(17 in case of 16× 16 Chimera lattice). The long chains raise the following problems:

• weak chains cause a tendency to break, and what follows, qubits that are assumed to have the same

value, have different, which makes it immensely difficult to solve the actual problem

• strong chains are less likely to break, but the embedded QUBO problem with such chains covers

the actual problem, which means, that the minima of this QUBO show only that the chains is not

broken and do not reflect the energy minima of the problem solved (they compress the problem

scale, in an extreme case the results are practically random)

Therefore the chain strength must be balanced between these two problems. There is no method for

finding the perfect chain strength. It is necessary to find the proper strength by testing it for the QUBO
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Figure 3.10: Symbolic presentation of an embedding of a complete graph. This schema can be continued

infinitely.

.

tested. Usually the best method is to start from the value, which is close to the largest coupler or bias

value in the QUBO and then increase, if necessary, until the amount of chains broken is large enough.

DAC resolution
Another factor that can significantly lower the quality of solutions retrieved from the D-Wave 2000Q

computer is low resolution of DAC (Digital to Analog Converter). It is the part of the machine which

converts values in the QUBO provided into the real magnetic fields and qubits couplings values. The

limited number of bits used in such quantization 5 for QUBOs with lots of different values may have

an effect of translating different values in QUBO into the same value on the machine, which obviously

makes the results at least less accurate. These obstacles are not present in the Fujitsu Digital Annealer 6.

It is a special purpose computer with the complete graph with 8192 vertices as a base architecture and

64 bits of DAC resolution. However, Fujitsu Digital Annealer is not quantum.

3.6. D-Wave programming flow

All the previous sections present the parts of the programming flow necessary to gather the results

of the problem solution with the use D-Wave 2000Q quantum annealer requires it’s preprocessing and

postprocessing. The whole programming flow consists of the following steps:

• stating the problem as QUBO (as presented in Section 3.4)

• minor-embedding the QUBO so that it matches the computer architecture
5https://docs.dwavesys.com/docs/latest/c_qpu_1.html#dac-quantization-ice-3
6https://www.fujitsu.com/global/services/business-services/digital-annealer/what-is-digital-annealer/index.html
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• actual running on the machine

• reverse embedding and stating - transformation of the minor-embedded QUBO results into the

problem solution

Summary

Mathematical and computational definitions as well as basics of quantum annealer computing have

been described in this chapter. The definitions and methods presented here form a background for the

precise definition and the solution of the problem solved in this thesis, which are presented in the next

two chapters.
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4. Problem definition

This chapter presents the formal description of the scheduling problem chosen to be solved in this

thesis, which is an abstraction over workflow scheduling problems (for a general description of this

group of problems see Section 2.2). It is a simple form of workflow scheduling based on the serverless

architecture [4]. This description is the basis for the translation of the workflow scheduling problem into

the form processable by the D-Wave 2000Q quantum annealer. To the best knowledge of the author of

this thesis this set of problems has not yet been tested previously on a quantum annealer .

4.1. Formulation

The serverless architecture usually allows tasks to be run on lots of types of machines. Each machine

has a different cost depending on it’s type. To describe an abstraction over such model the following

entities are included in the description:

• machines with the predefined cost per time unit

• tasks with the predefined execution time on each machine

It is assumed that the number of machines is infinite, but the number of machine types is limited. The

workflow problem instance types considered in this thesis can be represented as directed acyclic graphs

(DAGs). Vertices of the graph represent tasks (each vertex represents exactly one task, each task is

represented by exactly one vertex). Directed edges represent the precedence order of tasks relatively to

each other. If there is an edge from the vertex representing task A to the vertex representing task B then

the task A must be finished before task B starts. If there is no edge, no such constraint occurs. The model

presented here can be applied to any DAG. The formal definition of the problem requires the following

input parameters:

• a times matrix T = [τi,j ]t×m where t is number of tasks, m is number of machines and τi,j stores

time of the task with number i being run on machine with number j.

• a machines cost per time unit vector K = [ki]m measured in money units per time unit. This

matrix can be used to calculate the cost of running the workflow

• a deadline d (an integer, limiting this value is crucial for the size of the resulting QUBO problem)

• Φ - a list of paths from the vertex representing first task to the vertex representing last task (both

inclusive) in DAG representing a problem
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The solutions must meet the following constraints:

• machine usage constraint - one task must have exactly one machine assigned

• deadline constraint - all tasks must finish before the designated time

The goal is to assign the tasks to machines so that this assignment meets the constraints mentioned above

and the total cost of execution of all tasks is as low as possible.

4.2. Example problem instance

An example instance of the problem includes 8 tasks and 3 machines. It can be represented as the

DAG presented on the figure 4.1 This graph can be written as one of the parameters aforementioned:

Figure 4.1: Graph representation of the example workflow problem.

Φ = [[0, 1, 4, 7], [0, 2, 5, 7], [0, 3, 6, 7]]

The times matrix T can we written as follows:

T =




12 6 42 18 30 6 12 24

4 2 14 6 10 2 4 8

8 4 28 12 20 4 8 16




For example: the execution time of the task with number 5 on the machine with number 1 equals 2 (all

indexes start from 0). A machines cost vector in this example has the value:

K =
[
10 18 6

]

It means that one time unit of calculation on the machine with number 1 costs 18 units of money. The

deadline value for the example problem is D = 45.
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Summary

The scheduling problem chosen to be solved in this thesis has been formally described in this chapter.

It will be used in the Chapter 5 to present the transformation of the problem into QUBO.
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5. Problem transformation to the D-Wave-runnable form

This chapter presents the transformation of the problem stated in Chapter 4 to the form possible

to run directly on the quantum annealer. The three-step transformation as well as the discussion of the

transformed problem size in comparison to the original one is provided. Each step is supported by the

example introduced in Section 4.2.

5.1. Transformation idea

As described in Section 3.6, running a problem instance on the D-Wave quantum annealer requires

preparing an instance of a QUBO problem, which is represented by a matrix (or by a directed graph -

interchangeably). As the QUBO problem can be without the loss of generality transformed into the upper

triangle matrix (undirected graph) [20] this form will be used in the further description. The QUBO

instance must also match the architecture of the hardware, so it has to be minor-embedded on it. This

chapter presents the workflow problem transformation into such QUBO with the following steps:

• transformation into the commonly known BILP problem

• transformation of BILP problem into QUBO presented in the work [20]

• minor embedding the resulting QUBO onto the hardware graph

The resulting minor-embedded QUBO matrix is with no further processing the input for the quantum

annealer. The remaining sections of this chapter present these steps in detail. Each of them is described

for the general case as well as for the example problem from Section 4.2.

5.2. Workflow to BILP

The first step of the problem conversion presented in this chapter is transformation of the problem

defined in Chapter 4 to BILP problem (described in Section 3.1).

5.2.1. Binary variables

In the problem transformed, the BILP binary variables are defined as x = [xi]n where n = t · m.

Variable xi is set to 1 if the task with number (imod t) runs on a machine with number (i div t) where
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Table 5.1: The binary variables X = [x0, x1, x2...x23] for BILP formulation of the sample workflow

problem. Task count is t = 8 and machine count is m = 3. Binary variable xi is set to 1 when task with

number (imod t) runs on a machine with number (i div t) and to 0 otherwise.

Task

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Machine 0 x0 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7

1 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 x14 x15

2 x16 x17 x18 x19 x20 x21 x22 x23

div is an integer division. Tab. 5.1 contains the example problem instance (Section 4.2) mapping of xi
parameters to task and machine combinations.

According to this indexing the matrix T is also used in a row-by-row vectorized form λ such that

λi+t·j = Ti,j . For the example problem instance, in which matrix T takes the value:

T =




12 6 42 18 30 6 12 24

4 2 14 6 10 2 4 8

8 4 28 12 20 4 8 16




the λ vector is

λ =
[
12 6 42 18 30 6 12 24 4 2 14 6 10 2 4 8 8 4 28 12 20 4 8 16

]

5.2.2. Costs vector transformation

In order to calculate a matrix γ of costs of tasks for each machine two input variables from the

formulation in Section 4.1 are necessary:

• a times matrix T = [τi,j ]t×m

• a machines cost per time unit vector K = [ki]m

The cost matrix is created by multiplying the times matrix elements by the cost per time unit of the

machine corresponding to this element:

γi,j = τi,j · kj (5.1)

A cost vector c is then obtained by row-by-row vectorization:

ci+t·j = γi,j (5.2)

In the example from Section 4.2 costs matrix created by performing the aforementioned operations on

matrix:

T =




12 6 42 18 30 6 12 24

4 2 14 6 10 2 4 8

8 4 28 12 20 4 8 16


 (5.3)
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and vector K =
[
10 18 6

]
has the following form:

γ =




120 60 420 180 300 60 120 240

72 36 252 108 180 36 72 144

48 24 468 72 120 24 48 96


 (5.4)

The flattened costs vector is:

c = [120, 60, 420, 180, 300, 60, 120, 240, 72, 36, 252, 108, 180, 36, 72, 144, 48, 24, 468, 72, 120, 24, 48, 96]

(5.5)

Such preparation of vector c makes ctX =
∑|X|−1

i=0 cixi value a total cost of running. For example: if

the solution is x = [1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1] the total cost of running the

workflow is 1 · 120 + 0 · 60 + ... + 1 · 96 = 1008. Therefore the costs vector c can be also treated as c

vector in BILP formulation provided.

5.2.3. Constraints transformation

All the constraints on the problem must be included in matrix A and vector b or BILP. Two types of

constraints are considered:

• deadline constraint - all tasks must finish not later than the deadline specified

• machine usage constraint - one task can have only one machine assigned

Deadline constraint
Deadline constraint can be defined as follows: for each path φ from list Φ the summary execution time

of tasks included in this path must be less than or equal to the specified deadline d . For the purpose of

including the deadline constraint into BILP a matrix R = [ri,j ]|X|×|Φ| (the dimensions: |X| - number of

binary variables, |Φ| - number of all possible paths in the workflow DAG). R stores the time for each

machine-based task assignment i ∈ [0..n− 1], but only if the task belongs to the path φ ∈ [0, |Φ| − 1] as

follows:

ri,φ =




ti if path φ contains task number i mod t (t - task count),

0 otherwise.
(5.6)

For the example problem R is a 24× 3 matrix with the following values:

R =




12 6 0 0 30 0 0 24 4 2 0 0 10 0 0 8 8 4 0 0 20 0 0 16

12 0 42 0 0 6 0 24 4 0 14 0 0 2 0 8 8 0 28 0 0 4 0 16

12 0 0 18 0 0 12 24 4 0 0 6 0 0 4 8 8 0 0 12 0 0 8 16




(5.7)

The next step is to formulate a set of constraints corresponding to each path φ:

|X|−1∑

i=0

ri,φxi ≤ d, (5.8)

which can be rewritten for D = [d]n as

Rx ≤ D. (5.9)
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Path Minimum execution time d - (min. ex. time) Binary variables’ number

[0,1,4,7] 24 21 5

[0,2,5,7] 28 17 5

[0,3,6,7] 22 23 5

Table 5.2:

For the example problem the constraints can be written as follows:




12x0 + 6x1 + 30x4 + 24x7 + 4x8 + 2x9 + 10x12 + 8x15 + 8x16 + 4x17 + 20x20 + 16x23 ≤ 45

12x0 + 42x2 + 6x5 + 24x7 + 4x8 + 14x10 + 2x13 + 8x15 + 8x16 + 28x18 + 4x21 + 16x23 ≤ 45

12x0 + 18x3 + 12x6 + 24x7 + 4x8 + 6x11 + 4x14 + 8x15 + 8x16 + 12x19 + 8x22 + 16x23 ≤ 45
(5.10)

xi values can be equal to 0 or 1. For example if x0 = x12 = x20 = 1 and rest xi values are 0 then the

first constraint is fulfilled. The BILP formulation (3.5) includes only equalities whereas (5.8) forms the

system of inequalities. Therefore it is necessary to transform these inequalities into equalities. It is made

with the use of slack variables. The transformation is relying on the fact that there always exist a slack

variable s such that for natural numbers

a ∈ N, Z ∈ N, a ≤ Z =⇒ ∃s ∈ N : a+ s = Z.

It is necessary to extend the matrix R with additional columns that represent all necessary slack vari-

ables [20]. Generally a slack variable value s is a natural number. As the variables in BILP are binary, it

is necessary to represent them using standard binary expansion. If

∑

i;task(i)∈φ

min
j
Ti,j (5.11)

is indicated as the minimum time of running tasks in path φ, then the number of binary variables b for

storing slack variables for each path φ equals

b(φ) = log2(|d−
∑

i;task(i)∈φ

min
j
Ti,j |). (5.12)

For the example problem Tab. 5.2 presents the numbers of variables necessary to add for each path. Every

path must have it’s own set of slack variables.

Considering the slack variables, the constraints in this example takes the following form:

12x0 + 6x1 + 30x4 + ...+ 16x23 +
4∑

i=0

2isi,0 = 45

12x0 + 42x2 + 6x5 + ...+ 16x23 +
4∑

i=0

2isi,1 = 45

12x0 + 18x3 + 12x6 + ...+ 16x23 +

4∑

i=0

2isi,2 = 45
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where si,j denotes a slack variable for the j-th path (j-th row of matrix R) responsible for including or

not the bit representing the value 2i. It is worth noticing that in every equation only one set of slack

variables is included, the rest of them have zero value and as such zero are represented in the matrix R.

Machine usage constraint
This category of constraints enforces the fact that during the whole process one task can be assigned

to one machine only, assigning to multiple machines would impose ambiguity in terms of calculating

time and cost for this task. A matrix U = [ui,j ]|X|,t is defined (t - task count) such that for each task

s ∈ [0, t− 1] and its machine-based position i ∈ [0, n− 1]

ui,s =





1 if i mod t = s

0 otherwise.
(5.13)

Therefore each row of U indicates all machine-based positions of a task coresponding to that row. To

assure that only one machine is assigned to each task, the following constraint must be fulfilled:

n−1∑

i=0

ui,sxi = 1 (5.14)

The matrix U also must be extended with bits corresponding to slack variables described in deadline

constraint paragraph. They are all set to 0. For the vector E = [1]n it is possible to write this constraint

as

Ux = E (5.15)

For the example problem it can be written as provided in equation (5.16)





x0 + x8 + x16 = 1

x1 + x7 + x17 = 1

...

x7 + x15 + x23 = 1

(5.16)

For this constraint a part of matrix U can be written as follows:

U =




1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

...

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1




(5.17)

As mentioned before, the matrix U must be extended with the zeros representing slack variables. The

first row such extended matrix takes the following form:

U0 = [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0].

Final constraints formulation
The two mentioned type of constraints are connected together into the matrix A and vector b from BILP
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formulation. If s is the total number of slack variables, the matrixA is defined asA = [ai,j ](|X|+s)×(|Φ|+t)

and combines the two constraint matrices as follows:

ai,j =




ri,j 0 ≤ j < r

ui,j−r r ≤ j < r + t,
(5.18)

which is simply putting two matrices together binding with the row (matrix R above matrix U ). Both

matrices have the same number of columns equal n + s, because matrix U was intentionally extended

with zeros without meaning for the machine usage constraint (as described in the previous paragraph).

The vector b is defined similarly as putting the vector D above the vector E, which can be formally

written as

bi =




d 0 ≤ j < r

1 r ≤ j < r + t.
(5.19)

Both constraints are now connected together in a matrix A and vector b, though they practically separate

as they have different rows assigned. Thanks to such denotation it is possible to write all these constraints

as

Ax = b, (5.20)

which is the exact constraints’ BILP formulation as described in Section 3.1. For the example problem

the matrix A takes the form from equation (5.21).

A =




12 6 0 0 30 0 0 24 4 2 0 0 10 0 0 8 8 4 0 0 20 0 0 16 16 8 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

12 0 42 0 0 6 0 24 4 0 14 0 0 2 0 8 8 0 28 0 0 4 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 16 8 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0

12 0 0 18 0 0 12 24 4 0 0 6 0 0 4 8 8 0 0 12 0 0 8 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 8 4 2 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0




(5.21)

The vector b takes the form such that bt = [45, 45, 45, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1].

5.3. BILP to QUBO

BILP is a constrained problem in opposite to the QUBO - Quadratic Unconstrained Binary Op-

timization (for the difference between models see Section 3.4.1). Therefore the matrix A formulation

from Section 5.2.3 for two constraints is sufficient for BILP, however when applying such constraints it

is necessary to weigh them so that neither of them is covered by the other one. It is achieved by adding
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an S parameter to the matrix U , which is the part of the matrix A from BILP formulation. Therefore the

machine usage constraint takes the form the matrix U takes then the form

n−1∑

i=0

Sui,sxi = S, (5.22)

which does not change it mathematically, but raises it’s relative weight to the deadline constraint. In the

example problem the matrix U is changed into

U =




S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0

...

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S




(5.23)

and the whole matrix A has the form as in equation (5.24).

A =




12 6 0 0 30 0 0 24 4 2 0 0 10 0 0 8 8 4 0 0 20 0 0 16 16 8 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

12 0 42 0 0 6 0 24 4 0 14 0 0 2 0 8 8 0 28 0 0 4 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 16 8 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0

12 0 0 18 0 0 12 24 4 0 0 6 0 0 4 8 8 0 0 12 0 0 8 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 8 4 2 1

S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0




(5.24)

A matrix C for (5.25) must also be introduced for the purpose of this transformation. It is a matrix with

non-zero values on the diagonal and zero values everywhere else such thatCi,i = ci, where c is the vector

from BILP formulation. Considering the modified matrix A, matrix C and vector b a QUBO matrix can

be calculated using the formula (5.25) described in [20]):

y = xTCx+ P · (Ax− b)T (Ax− b) = xTCx+ xTDx+ c = xTQx+ c. (5.25)

The solved problem is an optimization problem, so the additive constant c can be dropped and the exact

QUBO formulation (minimizing xTQx) can be formulated. It includes two scalar parameters:

• S - the machine usage constraint relative strength mentioned above

• P - all constraints penalty (as described in Section 3.4.1)

The way of finding these parameters’ value is described in Section 5.5.
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5.4. Minor embedding

For the purpose of this thesis the complete graph embedding into Chimera graph was used according

to the method presented in Section 3.5.3, Fig. 3.10. For this method a new scalar parameter must be

introduced: chain strength, as described in Section 3.5.2.

5.5. Finding scalar parameters’ values

Three scalar parameters have been introduced in previous sections: S, P and chain strength. The

value of all these parameters must be found for each problem separately. No exact method for this issue

has been found. These parameters’ values can be found with the use of the metaheuristic (it is used in

this thesis). First, (1), an initial value of P is found based on [20]. The potential initial value of parameter

S should be similar to values in vector T in order to achieve proper balance between constraints. Then,

(2), the discrete space of possible pairs is searched (P, S) for values relatively close to the initial values,

using a classical solver - Gurobi1. Next, (3), the chain strength between physical qubits is set for the

minor-embedded problem basing on the D-Wave guidebook’s [13] suggestion that it should be large

enough to keep chains and small enough not to cover the actual problem. It has been found that it should

approximate the largest values of theQmatrix. Finally, (4), the selected chain strength is used as an input

for the dwave.embedding library, which performs actual minor embedding.

5.6. Discussion

There are a few problems with the solution provided that need to be discussed.

Size of the translated solution
If t is task count andm is machine count then the original problem could be represented by t·m bits (= 24

for the example problem). After adding slack variables to BILP formulation for s as total slack variables

the number of bits grew up to t ·m + s (s = 15− > t ·m + s = 39 for the example problem). Minor

embedding the clique generally requires using 1 + dN/4e groups marked with letters in the Fig. 3.10

(where N is the number of bits of the original QUBO, 4 comes from the K4
4 graph as described in

Section 3.5.1). The same is the length of chains - number of physical qubits representing one logical

qubit. Therefore the total number of qubits necessary to represent the problem is (1+dN/4e) ·(t ·m+s).

For the example problem this number is equal to (1 + d9.75e) · (8 · 3 + 15) = 11 · 39 = 429. This means

that the problem solution must use 429 out of 2048 qubits of the D-Wave quantum annealer, which

significantly decreases the scalability of this solution. Two main reasons for such state are (1) slack

variables representation - the number of qubits grows logarithmically with the deadline value and (2)

minor embedding - the number of physical qubits grows quadratically with the number of logical qubits.

Finding parameters’ values
Another issue related to the solution proposed is the necessity to find empirically the values of parameters

P,S and chain strength for each problem instance separately. For a proof of concept type of work, which
1http://www.gurobi.com
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this thesis provides, it is acceptable, however considering the scalability of the solution (the goal of

such work is to be able to solve problems that are impossible to solve with the methods using traditional

computers) finding an automated and reliable method of finding these parameters would be highly usable.

The method proposed in this thesis cannot be applied to large problem instances as it assumes solving

the problem before applying it into quantum computer

Summary

This chapter proved that it is possible to translate the workflow scheduling problem to the form

runnable with the use of the D-Wave 2000Q quantum annealer in spite of several limitations. Experiments

have been made with the use of the web-accessible quantum annealer, results of which are presented in

the next chapter.
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6. Results analysis and comparison to classical methods.

This chapter provides the results of execution of the problem presented in the Chapter 5 on the D-

Wave 2000Q quantum annealer as well as the description processing of such results.

6.1. Input and output format

Executing the problem with the use of D-Wave 2000Q requires passing the input data to it, which is

a QUBO matrix representing the problem. This matrix must match the architecture of the computer - non

zero values are only allowed in cells representing connections that really exist in the annealer, otherwise

such matrix is not processed by the computer. After submitting such the QUBO, the return value is a list

of samples. Each sample contains:

• the mapping of each qubit to its final state ("0" or "1"), which is the actual sample

• energy of the sample

• number of occurrences of this sample during the process of sampling

6.2. Correctness of returned samples

The results returned by D-Wave 2000Q quantum annealer need to be translated into the original form

- the translation presented in Chapter 5 must be reversed.

Unembedding the problem into the initial QUBO

The first step of reversing the transformation is reversing the minor-embedding process, which is

transforming the embedded QUBO (denoted as eQUBO) problem into the initial QUBO (denoted as

iQUBO). In this process it is necessary to check whether the chains have not been broken. It is true if all

the variables in eQUBO representing one variable in iQUBO have the same value. Only samples with not

broken chains are proceeded to be checked as potential correct solutions in terms of the other constraints.

BILP constraints

If no chains from minor-embedding are broken, the initial QUBO represents the original WSP prob-

lem. It is necessary then to check the BILP constraints included in this QUBO, which are:

• machine usage constraint
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• deadline constraint

• BILP equations correctness considering slack variables

The constraints are verified according to their definitions in Section 5.2.3.

Correctness example study

Let’s consider four result vectors:

X1 = [1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0]

X2 = [1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0]

X3 = [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0]

X4 = [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1]

To make them easier to read the following notation of solutions is introduced:

X1 = [x0, x2, x5, x11, x15, x17, x18, x22, x26, x28, x29, x33, x36]

X2 = [x0, x2, x5, x11, x15, x17, x20, x22, x28, x29, x31, x36, x37]

X3 = [x0, x5, x10x11, x15, x17, x20, x22, x28, x31, x36, x37]

X4 = [x0, x5, x10x11, x15, x17, x20, x22, x28, x31, x33, x35, x37, x38]

In this notation only variables with value "1" are listed, the other are ignored. The variables with indices

between 0 and 23 are the actual WSP variables from tasks and machines matrix, the variables with

indices between 24 and 38 are the slack variables’ binary expansions. The solution X1 does not meet the

machine usage constraint as

x2 + x10 + x18 = 1 + 0 + 1 = 2 6= 1

x4 + x12 + x20 = 0 + 0 + 0 = 0 6= 1

In such case it makes no sense to check the deadline constraint as well as the slack variables’ correctness

(in the extreme case all the binary variables could be equal to 0, and such solution would still meet the

deadline constraint).

The solution X2 does meet the machine usage constraint, but the deadline constraint is not met, because

for the path [0, 2, 5, 7] the execution time equals

time = x0t0 + x2t2 + x15t15 = 12 + 42 + 6 + 8 = 68 > 45 = D

Therefore it is pointless to check if the slack variables are set correctly as for the exceeded deadline there

is no such natural number, which added to the execution time would result in the deadline value.

The solution X3 meets the machine usage constraint as well as deadline constraint (for paths

[[0,1,4,7],[0,2,5,7],[0,3,6,7]] execution times are 44,40 and 34 respectively. For the deadline value 45

three slack variables represented by binary variables x24 to x28, x29 to x33, x34 to x38 should have val-

ues 1,5 and 11 respectively. The first slack variable has value 16·x24+8·x25+4·x26+2·x27+1·x28 = 1,
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Table 6.1: The tested instances of the workflow problem (for definitions of parameters, see Section 4.1)
No. Binary variable count T K paths

1 8

[
6 3 12 9

2 1 4 3

]
[1,4] [[0,1,3],[0,2,3]]

2 10

[
6 3 12 9 6

2 1 4 3 2

]
[1,4] [[0,1,4],[0,2,4],[0,3,4]]

3 15




6 3 12 9 6

2 1 4 3 2

4 2 8 6 4


 [1,5,2] [[0,1,4],[0,2,4],[0,3,4]]

4 18




12 6 42 18 30 24

4 2 14 6 10 8

8 4 28 12 20 16


 K=[8,18,6] [[0,1,3,5],[0,1,4,5],[0,2,4,5]]

so it is correct. However the second variable’s value is 4 and the third’s is 6. Therefore this solution also

cannot be marked as correct, though it was very close.

Finally the solution X4 meets all the constraints. It has the same values for binary variables from x0 to

x23, so it meets the machine usage and deadline constraints. The slack variables’ values are 1,5 and 11,

so the left side of the equality with slack variables sums up to the right side, which is the deadline value.

Definition of correct and wrong solution

Based on the criteria mentioned above it can be defined the correct solution is the solution that

has no chains broken, meets machine usage constraint, deadline constraint and the BILP equalities with

slack variables match. If at least one of these conditions is not fulfilled, the solution is described as wrong
solution. Only correct solutions can be considered when comparing their objective function, which is the

total cost of execution. The best solution (or global optimum) is the correct solution having the lowest

possible value of execution cost.

6.3. Problem instances solved

The instances of the abstraction over workflow scheduling problems solved in this thesis are pre-

sented in the Tab. 6.1. The Directed Acyclic Graphs representing these problems are presented in the

Fig. 6.1.

6.4. Reference methods

The problems instances discussed in this thesis are small enough to be solved using classical methods.

The following four classical methods have been used to verify D-Wave machine results:

• A brute-force method using initial problem formulation. It was used to calculate exact results,

along with minimal energy, through direct use of the objective function (3.7),
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Figure 6.1: Graph representations of the tested workflow problems.

• GNU Linear Programming Kit1 library for solving BILP problem prior to its translation to QUBO.

• Gurobi2 sampler for the QUBO problem without minor-embedding. (requires two parameters: P ,

S)

• Gurobi sampler for QUBO problem with minor-embedding, requires three parameters (P , S, chain

strength).

6.5. Results

This section presents the results of solving the workflow scheduling problem with the use of D-Wave

2000Q quantum annealer, which include:

• values of parameters P,S and chain strength values (for parameters’ description see Section 5.3)

• results of problem execution on the quantum annealer

6.5.1. Values of transformation parameters

Values of parameters P,S and chain strength are dependent on the problem instance. Therefore a part

of the solution is finding their values so that the problem has a chance to be properly solved on the

quantum annealer using the method described in Section 5.5. For the four problem instances solved in

this work the Tab. 6.2. There is no guarantee that these values are optimal, however they are the best

found with the compliance to the method mentioned. Deadline value is not a result, however it’s value

has a significant impact on the parameters’ values. The percentage of correct solutions is the probability

of finding the correct solution for random choice from the uniform distribution.

1https://www.gnu.org/software/glpk/
2http://www.gurobi.com
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Table 6.2: Values of parameters P , S and chain strength found for each size of the workflow problem

for the given deadline (which is predefined, but has an impact on the parameters’ values). The rightmost

column represents the percentage of correct solutions in relation to all possible solutions.
No. Binary variable number Deadline P S Chain strength Percentage of cor-

rect solutions

1 8 19 8 10 1200 62,5%

2 10 19 14 25 6650 56,25%

3 15 17 11 10 2800 54,3%

4 18 70 6 40 18000 46,91%

Table 6.3: Summary of D-Wave 2000Q results. The fourth column presents the number of D-Wave unique

correct solutions in relation to the total number of brute force correct solutions. The fifth column indicates

whether the global optimum was found, listing the absolute energy error between the lowest D-Wave

solution and the brute-force global optimum. The two rightmost columns refer to the execution time and

cost of the lowest D-Wave solution respectively (min means global optimum cost).
No. Binary

variables

number

Correct solu-

tions samples

(from 2000

samples)

Unique

correct

solutions

Global opti-

mum found

Time Cost

1 8 98 10 (100%) YES 19(d=19) 34(min=34)

2 10 27 14 (77.8%) YES 16(d=19) 40(min=40)

3 15 4 4 (3.03%) NO (6) 16(d=17) 45(min=40)

4 18 0 0 (0%) NO (65862) N/A N/A

6.5.2. Results of running on D-Wave 2000Q

The experiments were performed using the D-Wave 2000Q 5.0 machine. Each problem instance was

sampled 2000 times with annealing time set to 8µs. Fig. 6.2 shows the energy distribution of the actual

results. For Problem 1 and Problem 2, the minimal energy corresponds to the global optimum, while for

Problem 3 it indicates a correct solution, but not the best possible one. All energies found for the most

complex Problem 4 correspond to wrong solutions. It can be noticed that the count of wrong solutions

grows along with the size of the solution space. In general, the obtained characteristics of energies remain

similar to [23].

Details of the results are described in Tab. 6.3, where the number of correct solutions found by D-

Wave and their relation to the total number of correct solutions is presented. The results are compared to

the global optima obtained by the brute force method.
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Figure 6.2: Histograms of results for the four types of workflow problems tested. The x axis represents

values of energies equal to the value of minimized objective function (3.7). The y axis represents the

probability density. For Problems 1-3 the correct solutions found are shown on the left-hand side of the

spectrum.

6.6. Comparison to non-quantum methods

Three out of four methods returned the global optima for all the four problems’ instances solved in

this thesis:

– brute force method for the workflow scheduling problem

– GNU Linear Programming Kit for the BILP problem

– Gurobi sampler for the QUBO problem without minor-embedding

The problems’ instances were small enough to perform such calculations. The fourth method - Gurobi

sampler for minor-embedded QUBO did not always succeed in finding the best solution. The summary

of results gathered with the use of this method is presented in 6.4. It can be noted that D-Wave results are

comparable to Gurobi results. In the first two problems, workflow optimization was solved exactly and

the global optimum was found. In problem 3, the Gurobi solution was still optimal, while the D-Wave
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Table 6.4: Gurobi solutions table. The rightmost column shows whether the global optimum was found,

with the absolute energy error between the lowest Gurobi solution and the brute force global optimum.
No. Binary vari-

ables number

Global optimum found

1 8 YES

2 10 YES

3 15 YES

4 18 NO, wrong (22831)

solution was correct, but not the best (1̃2% worse in terms of cost; 33th out of 132 correct solutions). For

problem 4 neither sampler found the global optimum.
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7. Summary, conclusions and future work

This chapter provides the summary of the work. The solution is discussed, its advantages and disad-

vantages are pointed as well as the possible improvements.

7.1. Applicability of D-Wave 2000Q for task scheduling problems

The workflow scheduling problem is an example of task scheduling problem, checking the appli-

cability of which was the main goal of this work. In this thesis it has been shown that it is possible to

translate the workflow scheduling problem into a QUBO problem, execute it on a quantum annealer and

achieve not only correct, but also globally optimal results for some of the analyzed problem instances.

This fact as well the results of works like [50], [34] or [47] lead to the positive answer to the question of

applicability of the D-Wave 2000Q quantum annealer for task scheduling problems.

7.2. Discussion of the quantum annealing based workflow scheduling
problem solution

The transformation from Chapter 5 and the results presented in Chapter 6 prove that it is possible

to solve the workflow scheduling problem on the quantum annealer. However there are some limitations

and disadvantages to this approach.

7.3. Limitations and disadvantages

Transformation issues

As described in Section 5.6, the problem size increases significantly with the deadline value and

number of paths from the beginning vertices to the ending vertices of the DAG representing the problem.

This growth quantum annealer’s qubits necessary to represent the problem has a negative impact on the

problem’s scalability. It also reduces the size of the problem that can be directly solved as the D-Wave

2000Q has 2048 qubits available. Another issue mentioned in the Section 5.6 is the necessity to find P ,

S and chain strength parameters. The best achieved way of finding them requires the actual solving

of many instances of the problem, therefore for larger instances such approach reduces usability of the

solution.
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High connectivity of the problem graph

The graph representing the transformed QUBO (after translating from BILP, before minor embed-

ding) has quite a high connectivity. In the example problem described in Chapter 5 variables representing

tasks 0 and 7 are present in all the equations responsible for the deadline constraint, therefore they are

connected with all the variables. Obviously in the general case the density of QUBO is dependent on the

problem instance, however high connectivity in the transformation presented in this thesis is unavoidable.

Due to this fact it is necessary to use complete graph embedding during the minor-embedding process,

which is quite a qubit-consuming method.

7.4. Possible improvements

The following improvements can be proposed as the future work on the topic of this thesis:

• proposing a better problem translation which would reduce the number of logical qubits and con-

nectivity of graph e.g. using of the domain wall encoding proposed in the work [11], lower connec-

tivity would also allow to use minor-embedding heuristics better than complete graph embedding,

• using heuristics reducing the size of problems applied into quantum annealer like time windows

[28], which allow to run large problem instances with the use of quantum annealer, but may accu-

mulate errors appearing in each step of execution,

• using the new D-Wave quantum annealer architecture - Pegasus - when it is released, it contains

more qubits with higher connectivity (graph degree is 15 instead of 6 in Chimera).

It would also be useful to test and compare the solution with a non-quantum Fujitsu digital annealer [49]

as both machines are designed to solve problems with a similar approach but different hardware.
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Abstract. Many scientific processes and applications can be represented
in the standardized form of workflows. One of the key challenges related
to managing and executing workflows is scheduling. As an NP-hard prob-
lem with exponential complexity it imposes limitations on the size of
practically solvable problems. In this paper, we present a solution to the
challenge of scheduling workflow applications with the help of the D-
Wave quantum annealer. To the best of our knowledge, there is no other
work directly addressing workflow scheduling using quantum computing.
Our solution includes transformation into a Quadratic Unconstrained
Binary Optimization (QUBO) problem and discussion of experimental
results, as well as possible applications of the solution. For our exper-
iments we choose four problem instances small enough to fit into the
annealer’s architecture. For two of our instances the quantum annealer
finds the global optimum for scheduling. We thus show that it is possible
to solve such problems with the help of the D-Wave machine and discuss
the limitations of this approach.

Keywords: D-Wave, QUBO, workflow scheduling, serverless

1 Introduction

The paradigm of workflows is commonly used for describing and preserving com-
plex scientific processes and applications [13]. Workflows are usually represented
as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG) [23]. Each vertex represents a task, while
edges designate dependencies or data transfers between tasks. By using such
a general representation it is possible to improve application portability and
reusability. The abstract graph representation enables decoupling the applica-
tion from a specific infrastructure and easily extract parts of the process with
clear understanding of what the extracted part does and what its dependencies
and outputs are. Some examples of scientific applications implemented as work-
flows include: Montage [4] – image mosaic software used to construct human-
perceptible images of sky features from multiple images captured by telescopes;
software used by the LIGO collaboration, designed to process data related to
detecting gravitational waves [1]; software designed to predict the occurrence
and effects of earthquakes based on geological data [23].
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One of the key challenges related to managing and executing scientific work-
flows is scheduling. The general goal of scheduling is to create a plan of execu-
tion with respect to given parameters such as deadline, budget and computing
resources. For the scope of this paper we assumed a simple form of workflow
scheduling, where we operate on the serverless infrastructure discussed in [3]. In
this case the serverless infrastructure is implemented as a set of cloud functions,
provided by major cloud service providers, such as Google, Amazon, Azure and
IBM. Cloud functions have the potential to be used for compute-intensive tasks,
as proposed in [27], with particular emphasis on challenges which require high
levels of infrastructure elasticity. Scheduling workflows for serverless infrastruc-
tures can be summarized as defining the runtime parameters of a function based
on user-supplied deadline and budget. In this paper we assume that the server-
less infrastructure consists of an infinite number of machine instances, while
the number of machine types is finite, with each machine type associated with
specific cost and performance.

In recent years, quantum computing has become popular due to its potential
ability to solve problems that are beyond the capabilities of classical computing
infrastructures. The research is still in its early stage, however there are many
theoretical quantum algorithms already available, such as famous polynomial
time Shor factorization [26] or O(

√
N) complexity Grover search in unsorted

databases [16]. A good overview of the current status of theoretical quantum
algorithms can be found in [18]. There are also various attempts to implement
algorithms on the available quantum hardware: IBM-Q1, Rigetti computing2 or
D-Wave3. Scheduling problems are assumed to be one of the challenges which
might be efficiently solved by this new approach.

In this paper, we present a solution for the workflow scheduling problem with
the use of the D-Wave quantum annealer. In particular, we propose a method
of reformulating the problem as Quadratic Unconstrained Binary Optimization
(QUBO) [21] required by D-Wave. To achieve this, we developed a Binary Inte-
ger Linear Programming (BILP) [19] formulation of the problem, which is then
translated to QUBO in a similar way as shown in [14]. Finally, we discuss results
obtained on the annealer. We attempt to find the optimal solution for selected
instances of workflow scheduling problems, which are constrained by the deadline
and have the lowest cost possible.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 we provide the overview of
quantum computation with the use of the quantum annealer. In Section 4 we
present the precise formulation of the problem. In Section 5 we provide a com-
plete description of transforming the workflow scheduling problem into a QUBO
problem. First, the transformation to BILP is presented, which includes all the
constraints necessary to be translated. Next comes BILP to QUBO problem
translation, using methods from [14]. Finally, Sections 6 and 7 present full re-

1 https://quantum-computing.ibm.com/
2 https://www.rigetti.com/
3 https://www.dwavesys.com/
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sults with a detailed commentary, as well as discussion and suggestions for future
work in this matter.

2 Related work

There is a significant body of knowledge available concerning the topic of schedul-
ing workflows on cloud infrastructures. Due to its widespread adoption, most
scheduling solutions operate on Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) services. To
the best of our knowledge, there is no other work directly addressing the prob-
lem of workflow scheduling on serverless infrastructures with help of quantum
computing. In the presented case, the serverless infrastructure is represented by
a Function as a Service (FaaS) type of service. For example, in [2] Arabnejad
et al. propose a heuristic list scheduling algorithm with low computational com-
plexity, designed for running workflows on IaaS. Work presented in this paper
aims to provide similar features, albeit for FaaS and with help from quantum
computing. In particular, we propose a method to create the final execution plan
upfront in a short time and at low cost. One of the factors included in the pre-
sented algorithm is the sole cost of executing workflow tasks in the cloud. This
problem was discussed in more detail in [30]. Zhou et al. addressed the prob-
lem of performance offered by cloud services with specific focus on the use case
of running workflow applications. The matter of performance offered by server-
less infrastructures was studied in [24], with focus on potential parallelism and
application of FaaS as an infrastructure for large-scale scientific workflows. The
specific topic of scheduling workflows on serverless infrastructures was addressed
by Kijak et al. in [20], where they proposed a heuristic algorithm for scheduling
workflows on cloud functions.

Although solving scheduling problems with quantum computers is a novelty,
some examples of such work are available. In particular, a promising approach is
to use the D-Wave quantum annealer based on a chimera graph [5]. A possible
method of solving a shop job scheduling problem (JSP) [15] using D-Wave is
shown in [29], however the proposed three-dimensional structure of the problem
description is a strong limitation for scalability. In general, many NP-hard prob-
lems can be formulated as Ising problems [22] which can then be solved using a
quantum annealer. For example [8] discusses the problem of finding maximum
cliques in a graph. An important factor for solving problems with the use of
quantum annealers is small machine size. In [25] the authors discuss heuristics
for solving large-scale problems described in [8].

3 D-Wave computing overview

D-Wave 2000Q [5] is an adiabatic quantum computer that, unlike its universal
counterparts (e.g. IBM-Q or Rigetti), cannot run algorithms implemented with
the use of general quantum circuits. Therefore, in spite of its architecture offering
a relatively large number of qubits, its usage is limited to certain types of optimi-
sation problems. It is a fully analog machine, the result of which depends on the
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value of the magnetic field applied to each qubit and the value of the connection
between qubits (coupler). Programming the D-Wave 2000Q computer involves
determining values of fields and associations. The aim of quantum annealing is
to find the minimal energy state for the problem defined by a programmer. An-
nealing begins with an initial well-known quantum system for which the minimal
energy state is known. Then it slowly switches to the quantum system related to
the search problem. Ideally, during the whole process of switching, the system
remains in its minimal energy state, so it should end up in the minimal energy
state of the intended problem.

From a programmer’s perspective, the problems to be solved must be for-
mulated as an objective function using the Ising model [22] or, alternatively, a
QUBO problem description [21]. Both approaches are isomorphic and can be
transformed into each other in polynomial time. In this study, we choose to use
QUBO formulation of the problem. In general, a QUBO problem consists of a
matrix Q of size NxN , where N is the number of used binary variables and the
size of the vector of binary variables that constitute the searched state. It can be
converted without loss of generality to the upper triangular matrix as described
in [14]. The actual problem solved by D-Wave is to find the final state of n binary
variables X = (x1, x2...xn) that minimizes the objective function defined as

f(x) =
∑

i

Qi,ixi +
∑

i,j,i<j

Qi,jxixj . (1)

Elements with the same indexes (Qi,i) are responsible for "bias", i.e. the
initial value of the magnetic field applied to the qubit, and elements with unequal
indexes are responsible for the links between qubits (couplers). Minimizing such
function is an NP-hard problem which makes it well suited for solving with help
from the D-Wave 2000Q quantum computer.

The problem description does not limit the number of connections between
qubits. However, the actual hardware is, in fact, a chimera graph (16x16 board
of K(4, 4) graphs, degree 6); thus, the problem graph must be mapped onto that
architecture, which is achieved by minor-embedding. It is a process of mapping
each logical binary variable present in a problem description to a group (called
a chain) of physical qubits on the actual machine so all required connections
are realized. For dense matrices there is probably no better method than minor-
embedding based on complete graph embedding described in [11]. For sparse
matrices it is reasonable to attempt heuristics to lower the qubit chain length
(e.g. as described in [6]).

4 Workflow problem formulation

In its general form, the workflow application can be represented as a Directed
Acyclic Graph, where each task is represented by a vertex. An example graph
is depicted in Fig. 1. We assume that the serverless infrastructure consists of a
finite number of machine types, albeit with an infinite number of instances for
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each type. Each machine type has an associated cost. Each task has an associated
running time for each machine type. Our model can be applied to any DAG.

The goal is to assign a machine type to each task with minimal total cost,
while respecting the deadline. For simplicity, we will use the term machine in-
stead of machine type from now on.

0

1
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32
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0

1

654

32

7

M0
3$/min

M2
5$/min

M1
1$/min

Fig. 1: Example workflow problem as a graph with task count t=8. We search
for an assignment of each task to one of the machine types. For example, with
machine count m=3 vector K = [k0, k1, k2] describes the cost of time unit exe-
cution on each machine while matrix T = [τi,j ]8×3 describes the execution time
of task i running on machine j

The formal definition of the problem addressed in this paper consists of:

• a time matrix T = [τi,j ]t×m where t is the number of tasks, m is the number
of machines and τi,j expresses the execution time of task with number i on
the machine with number j;

• a machine cost per time unit vector K = [ki]m measured in currency units
per time unit. This matrix can be used to calculate the cost of running the
workflow;

• a deadline d (an integer, limiting this value is crucial for the size of the
resulting QUBO problem);

• a list Θ of paths from the vertex representing the first task to the vertex rep-
resenting the final task (both inclusive) in a DAG representing the problem.

For the purpose of describing results, we apply the following terminology:
a correct result meets all the constraints, the (global) optimum is a correct
result which has the lowest cost possible for the problem instance, while a wrong
result fails to meet at least one constraint.

5 Transformation to QUBO problem

The problem addressed in this paper is NP-hard [9]. We provide its translation to
a QUBO problem which consists of two steps. First, we propose a transformation
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of the problem to BILP, which is described in this section. The second step shows
how to translate BILP to a QUBO problem using [14].

The general goal of solving a BILP problem (also called "0-1 Integer Pro-
gramming" [19]) is to find, for a given vector C = [ci]n, n binary numbers
X = [x1, ..., xn], for which the function

f(x1, ..., xn) = CTX =
n∑

j=1

cjxj (2)

is minimal, subject to constraints indicated by the following linear equation:

Ax = b, (3)

where A = [ai,j ]n×w stores w constraints for n binary numbers.

Translation from initial formulation to BILP
In our problem, the BILP binary variables are defined as x = [xi]n where n = t·m
(see Section 4). Variable xi is set to 1 if the task with number (imod t) runs on
a machine with number (i div t) where div is an integer division. Tab. 1 contains
an example mapping of xi parameters to task and machine combinations.

Table 1: The binary variables X = [x0, x1, x2...x31] for BILP formulation of
the sample workflow problem. Task count is t = 8 and machine count is m = 4.
Binary variable xi is set to 1 when task with number (imod t) runs on a machine
with number (i div t) and to 0 otherwise.

Task
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Machine 0 x0 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7

1 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 x14 x15

2 x16 x17 x18 x19 x20 x21 x22 x23

3 x24 x25 x26 x27 x28 x29 x30 x31

The BILP minimization function can subsequently be defined as the total
cost of running tasks on selected machines

f(X) =
n∑

i=1

cixi , (4)

where C = [ci]n is the cost vector and ci indicates the cost of running task with
number (imod t) on the machine with number (i div t).

The cost vector needed for BILP formulation of the problem is obtained from
the problem definition (Section 4) as follows: first, the cost matrix [γi,j ]t×m is
created by multiplying γi,j = τi,j ·kj . Next, the cost vector C is obtained by row-
by-row vectorization [τi,j ] using ci+t·j = τi,j . Finally, the time vector T = [ti]n
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is obtained in an analogous manner by calculating ti+t·j = γi,j .

In addition to the minimization function, there are also two types of con-
straints, the deadline and machine usage, where it is necessary to ensure that
only a single machine will be selected for a given task.

Deadline constraints. We define a matrix R = [ri,j ]n×r, where r is the number
of all possible paths in the workflow DAG. R stores the time for each machine-
based task assignment i ∈ [0..n − 1], but only if the task belongs to the path
θ ∈ [0, r − 1] as follows:

ri,θ =

{
ti if path θ contains task number imod t
0 otherwise.

(5)

Next, we formulate a set of constraints corresponding to each path θ

n−1∑

i=0

ri,θxi ≤ d , (6)

which we can rewrite as (for D = [d]n)

Rx ≤ D. (7)

To describe constraints as part of BILP according to (3) we need to transform
an inequality (7) into an equality. To achieve this, we rely on the fact that there
always exists a slack variable s such that for natural numbers

a ∈ N, Z ∈ N, a ≤ Z =⇒ ∃s ∈ N : a+ s = Z.

Therefore it is necessary to extend R with additional columns that represent
all necessary slack variables [14]. Generally a slack value s is a natural number,
so we represent it using standard binary expansion. If we indicate

∑

i;task(i)∈θ
min
j
τi,j (8)

as the minimum time of running tasks in path θ, then the number of binary
variables b for storing slack variables for each path θ equals:

b(p) = log2(|d−
∑

i;task(i)∈θ
min
j
τi,j |). (9)

Machine usage constraints. The next category of constraints comprises “one
machine per task only” constraints. We define U = [ui,j ]n×t such that for each
task s ∈ [0, t− 1] and its machine-based position i ∈ [0, n− 1]

ui,s =

{
1 if imodn = s

0 otherwise.
(10)
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Therefore, each row of U indicates all machine-based positions of a task corre-
sponding to that row. Then, to assure that only one machine is assigned to each
task, the following constraint must be fulfilled:

n−1∑

i=0

ui,txi = 1. (11)

If we indicate s as the total number of slack variables, the final BILP constraints
matrix (3) is defined as A = [ai,j ](n+s)×(r+t) and combines all constraints to-
gether as follows:

ai,j =

{
ri,j 0 ≤ j < r

ui,j−r r ≤ j < r + t.
(12)

To perform this operation, we need matrices of compatible sizes. Therefore, the
matrix U must also be extended with slack variables, which are set to 0.

Vector b from (3) is defined in a similar manner:

bi =

{
d 0 ≤ j < r

1 r ≤ j < r + t.
(13)

Translation from BILP to QUBO problem.
Given matrices A,C and vector b a QUBO matrix can be calculated using the
following formula (from [14]):

y = xTCx+ P · (Ax− b)T (Ax− b) = xTCx+ xTDx+ c = xTQx+ c. (14)

By dropping the additive constant c, the exact QUBO problem form, which is
minimizing xTQx, can be formulated. However it is necessary to introduce two
additional scalar parameters:

• P - relative strength of all constraints in relation to the objective function,
see (14)

• S - weight required for balancing R and U values so that the constraints they
represent are efficiently included in the QUBO problem. Namely, it replaces
constraints defined by (11) with

n−1∑

i=0

Sui,txi = S. (15)

Both mentioned parameters, along with the minor embedding chain strength,
need to be balanced, to make sure that (1) the solution meets constraints and
(2) the objective function is minimized. Finding proper values for these param-
eters is not a trivial task. It is important to mention that the resulting QUBO
problem might have high resolution, which can result in errors due to the limited
resolution of the annealer’s Digital to Analog Converter (DAC), so the hardware
conversion from QUBO to analog values may not be accurate enough.
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6 Results

In this section we describe the experimental results obtained using D-Wave
2000Q, compared with selected classical reference methods. In order to match
the limitations of the existing quantum annealer, we considered four sample
instances of the problem. Their DAG representation is shown in Fig. 2 and pa-
rameters in Tab. 2.

Table 2: The tested instances of the workflow problem (for definitions of param-
eters, see Section 4)
No. Binary variable count T K paths

1 8
[
6 3 12 9
2 1 4 3

]
[1,4] [[0,1,3],[0,2,3]]

2 10
[
6 3 12 9 6
2 1 4 3 2

]
[1,4] [[0,1,4],[0,2,4],[0,3,4]]

3 15



6 3 12 9 6
2 1 4 3 2
4 2 8 6 4


 [1,5,2] [[0,1,4],[0,2,4],[0,3,4]]

4 18



12 6 42 18 30 24
4 2 14 6 10 8
8 4 28 12 20 16


 K=[8,18,6] [[0,1,3,5],[0,1,4,5],[0,2,4,5]]
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Fig. 2: Graph representations of the tested workflow problems.

Finding parameters: P , S and chain strength. Parameters needed for
QUBO problem formulation are dependent on the specific problem instance.
For the purpose of this research, parameters were obtained using a metaheuris-
tic. First, (1), we find an initial value of P basing on [14]. The potential initial
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value of parameter S should be similar to values in vector T in order to achieve
proper balance between constraints. Then, (2), we search the discrete space of
possible pairs (P, S) for values relatively close to the initial values, using a clas-
sical solver – Gurobi4. Next, (3), we set the chain strength between physical
qubits for the minor-embedded problem basing on the D-Wave guidebook’s [11]
suggestion that it should be large enough to keep chains and small enough not
to cover the actual problem. We have found that it should approximate the
largest values of the Q matrix. Finally, (4), the selected chain strength is used
as an input for the dwave.embedding library, which performs actual minor em-
bedding. The final parameter values are presented in Tab. 3. Deadline values for
all four problems were selected in such a way that they yield similar percentages
of correct solutions.

Table 3: Values of parameters P , S and chain strength found for each size of the
workflow problem for the given deadline (which is predefined, but has an impact
on the parameters’ values). The rightmost column represents the percentage of
correct solutions in relation to all possible solutions.
No. Binary variable number Deadline P S Chain strength Percentage of correct

solutions
1 8 19 8 10 1200 62,5%
2 10 19 14 25 6650 56,25%
3 15 17 11 10 2800 54,3%
4 18 70 6 40 18000 46,91%

Reference methods. The problems discussed in this paper are small enough
to be solved using classical methods. The following four classical methods have
been used to verify D-Wave machine results:

• A brute-force method using initial problem formulation. It was used to cal-
culate exact results, along with minimal energy, through direct use of the
objective function. (1),

• GNU Linear Programming Kit5 library for solving BILP problem prior to
its translation to QUBO. This method always finds the global optima.

• Gurobi sampler for the QUBO problem without minor-embedding. This
method always finds the global optima, provided that parameters P and
S are set up properly.

• Gurobi sampler for QUBO problem with minor-embedding, requiring three
parameters (P , S, chain strength). The summary of the results is presented
in Tab. 4.

Experiments with D-Wave. We perform experiments using the D-Wave 2000Q
5.0 machine sampled 2000 times with annealing time set to 8µs. Fig. 3 shows
4 http://www.gurobi.com
5 https://www.gnu.org/software/glpk/
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Table 4: Gurobi solutions table. The rightmost column shows whether the global
optimum was found, with the absolute energy error between the lowest Gurobi
solution and the brute force global optimum.

No. Binary variables
number

Global optimum found

1 8 YES
2 10 YES
3 15 YES
4 18 NO, wrong (22831)

the energy distribution of the actual results. For Problem 1 and Problem 2, the
minimal energy corresponds to the global optimum, while for Problem 3 it indi-
cates a correct solution, but not the best possible one. All energies found for the
most complex Problem 4 correspond to wrong solutions. It can be noticed that
the count of wrong solutions grows along with the size of the solution space. In
general, the obtained characteristics of energies remain similar to [17].

Details of the results are described in Tab. 5, where the number of correct
solutions found by D-Wave and their relation to the total number of correct
solutions is presented. The results are compared to the global optima obtained
by the brute force method. It can be noted that D-Wave results are comparable
to Gurobi results. In the first two problems, workflow optimization was solved
exactly and the global optimum was found. In problem 3, the Gurobi solution
was still optimal, while the D-Wave solution was correct, but not the best (1̃2%
worse in terms of cost; 33th out of 132 correct solutions). For problem 4 neither
sampler found the global optimum.

Table 5: Summary of D-Wave 2000Q results. The fourth column presents the
number of D-Wave unique correct solutions in relation to the total number of
brute force correct solutions. The fifth column indicates whether the global op-
timum was found, listing the absolute energy error between the lowest D-Wave
solution and the brute-force global optimum. The two rightmost columns refer
to the execution time and cost of the lowest D-Wave solution respectively (min
means global optimum cost).
No. Binary

variables
number

Correct solutions
samples (from
2000 samples)

Unique
correct
solutions

Global opti-
mum found

Time Cost

1 8 98 10 (100%) YES 19(d=19) 34(min=34)
2 10 27 14 (77.8%) YES 16(d=19) 40(min=40)
3 15 4 4 (3.03%) NO (6) 16(d=17) 45(min=40)
4 18 0 0 (0%) NO (65862) N/A N/A
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Fig. 3: Histograms of results for the four types of workflow problems tested. The
x axis represent values of energies equal to the value of minimized objective
function (1). The y axis represents the probability density. For Problems 1-3 the
correct solutions found are shown on the left-hand side of the spectrum.

7 Conclusions and future work

In this paper we showed that it is possible to translate the workflow scheduling
problem into a QUBO problem, execute it on a quantum annealer and achieve
not only correct, but also globally optimal results for some of the analyzed
problem instances. However, the presented method of adapting the scheduling
challenge for D-Wave significantly increases the size of the problem. For example,
the 18-binary variable problem required each of 39 QUBO problem variables to
be represented by 11 physical qubits; thus the initial problem with a solution
space size of = 36 = 729 (mt,m = 3, t = 6, see Section 4) was converted into
a problem with size 2429 ∼ 10143 (QUBO problem with 39 variables, 11 qubits
each, 39 · 11 = 429). For such a large QUBO it is difficult for the quantum
annealer to find the lowest energy solution. Therefore, in the future we will
focus on solutions such as domain wall encoding [7] to reduce the number of
binary variables.

However, it is worth noting that for larger problems the brute force method
would no longer be usable because of its exponential complexity. This leaves a
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space for experimenting with a quantum annealer for larger instances, as the
annealing process is very fast.

To sum up, this work proved that it is possible to solve workflow schedul-
ing problems with the use of currently existing quantum annealers. Future work
might involve finding a better translation of the problem to a QUBO problem,
making the Q matrix more sparse and using minor-embedding heuristics. Addi-
tionally, the problem solution could be tested on the Pegasus machine [12] upon
its release. It may also be possible to divide the problem into smaller pieces –
this means dividing the original problem or dividing the QUBO problem (or
even using both methods in parallel) with tools such as D-Wave QBSolv [10].
Another interesting direction of research would be to compare the performance
of the presented problem on the D-Wave 2000Q machine with a non-quantum
Fujitsu digital annealer [28] as both machines are designed to solve problems
with a similar approach but different hardware.
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